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In September, I wrote about an enforcement action jointly conducted
between the Los Angeles Police Department and the University of Southern
California Department of Public Safety. Their target? Law-abiding cyclists who
are legally riding within crosswalks. Despite the law-abiding nature of the
behavior that has been targeted, the LAPD invented a non-existent “law”
prohibiting riding in the crosswalk, and began slapping USC students with
tickets carrying a $250 fine.
Not to be outdone by their next-door brethren, a reader in California informs
us that the Redondo Beach Police Department has been ticketing cyclists for
riding two abreast:
This morning a group of six friends were cited by a Redondo Beach
officer for 'not riding single file.' I don't know what statute
specifically the officer listed on the citation. My friends tell me they
were riding two abreast on a wide road with next to no traffic. I ride
with these folks often and typically when a car approaches from the
rear, someone shouts out 'car back' and we move to single file and
press closer to the curb. I'd be amazed if they were impeding traffic
in any way.
When issuing the tickets, the cop stated that 'single file is the law'
and added they ticketed 30 riders the preceding weekend.
Reading the statute concerning bicycles I see no specific clause
prohibiting riding two abreast. But one could infer from the 'as far
to the right as practicable' clause that if there's a rider to your right
then you are not over far enough.
It's seems that there's a common perception that single file is
indeed the law and I'm wondering how the court most often decides
when the tickets for not 'riding single file' are challenged. I'd think
that as lane sharing is permitted that as a practical matter only the
rider to the left would be 'not as for to the right as possible.'
I'm hoping to convince one of buddies to challenge the ticket, if only
to inform the officer. Redondo is notorious for these crackdowns
while ignoring numerous dooring incidents.
So is it true, as the Redondo Beach police officer has been asserting, that
“single file is the law”? Absolutely not. There is no statute in California that
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explicitly requires cyclists to ride single file. However, there is also no statute
in California that explicitly permits cyclists to ride two or more abreast.
Instead, the law is more nuanced in regards to cyclists riding two abreast.
Under some circumstances, cyclists may ride two or more abreast; under
other circumstances, cyclists must ride single file.
The starting place for understanding the nuances of California law regarding
riding two abreast is the statute that dictates when cyclists must ride to the
right:
Any person operating a bicycle upon a roadway at a speed less than
the normal speed of traffic moving in the same direction at that
time shall ride as close as practicable to the right-hand curb or edge
of the roadway...
Following this basic requirement, the statute lists several safety exceptions to
the general rule. Those safety exceptions aside, if a group of cyclists is riding
at less than the “normal speed of traffic moving in the same direction at that
time,” the statute can be reasonably read as requiring each cyclist in the
group to ride as close to the right as practicable, because unlike other states,
California does not explicitly allow cyclists to ride two abreast.
However, when a cyclist is riding at the “normal speed of traffic moving in
the same direction at that time,” California law allows the cyclist to ride in
any position in any lane. And that raises a couple of issues for cyclists.
First, what does the law mean by the “normal speed of traffic”? Does it mean
the speed of motor vehicle traffic? Or does it mean the prevailing speed of all
traffic, including cyclists?
Because the statute uses the general term “traffic,” rather than the specific
term “motor vehicle traffic,” the law clearly means, among other things, that
when cyclists are the only traffic on the road, they are traveling at the
“normal speed of traffic.” And thus, under California law, they may legally
ride in any position in any lane.
Of course, if approaching motor vehicle traffic is traveling at a faster rate of
speed, cyclists may be required to move as close as practicable to the right.
Whether cyclists may continue to ride in any lane, or whether they must
move right, depends in part on whether California law sets the “normal speed
of traffic” by the fastest vehicle on the road, or by the prevailing speed set by
the majority of vehicles on the road. The answer, I think, should be
obvious—the “normal speed of traffic” is the prevailing speed by the
aggregate of all traffic on the road, rather than the fastest driver, or the
slowest cyclist on the road. This is true even if the speed limit is higher than
the speed at which the aggregate of traffic is traveling, because the basic
speed law prohibits vehicle operators from driving at a speed that is greater
than appropriate for conditions:
No person shall drive a vehicle upon a highway at a speed greater
than is reasonable or prudent having due regard for
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weather, visibility, the traffic on, and the surface and width of,
the highway, and in no event at a speed which endangers the safety
of persons or property.
Thus, if a lone motorist approaches a group of cyclists, it is they, and not the
lone motorist, who are setting the “normal speed of traffic,” and technically
speaking, the law does not require them to ride as close to the right as
practicable. However, as a practical matter, a stubborn insistence on
adhering to the letter of the law in this situation will only arouse the ire of
motorists and law enforcement, so for the sake of common courtesy and
good public relations, the best course of action would be to allow the
approaching motorist to pass.
On the other hand, if there are more motorists than cyclists on the roadway,
it is again the prevailing speed of the aggregate of all traffic on the road,
rather than the slowest cyclist, that is setting the “normal speed of traffic,”
and the law requires cyclists who are riding at less than the “normal speed of
traffic” to ride as close as practicable to the right.
The second issue raised is this: If cyclists can otherwise legally ride in any
lane, and if the law does not specifically prohibit cyclists from riding two or
more abreast, is there nevertheless something in the law that prohibits them
from riding two abreast in the same lane?
No. In fact, the law contemplates that motorists and cyclists will be sharing
lanes—thus, the law sometimes requires that cyclists ride as close as
practicable to the right. So, if the law does not prohibit cyclists from riding
two abreast, and if the law contemplates that motorists and cyclists will be
sharing lanes, is there any reason to believe that two cyclists may not share
a lane? Of course not. To assert otherwise is to invent non-existent “law”
whole cloth from the imagination.
And yet, the law is nuanced in California—sometimes, cyclists may ride two
(or more) abreast, while at other times, they must ride single file. The trick
for cyclists is to understand when the law allows them to ride two (or more)
abreast, and when the law requires them to ride single file. To make it easy
to understand, here’s a summary of the law:
For cyclists traveling in a vehicular lane on the roadway:
In California, cyclists may legally ride two or more abreast, as long as they
are traveling at the "normal speed of traffic," or if they are traveling in a lane
that is too narrow to safely share with a motor vehicle.
However, if the cyclists are not traveling at the "normal speed of traffic," and
the lane is wide enough to safely share with a motor vehicle, then the
cyclists must ride single file.
For other situations:
It is legal for cyclists to ride two or more abreast in the following situations:
When both cyclists are riding on the shoulder
When both cyclists are riding in a bicycle lane
When one cyclist is riding on the roadway, and one cyclist is riding on the shoulder.
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When one cyclist is riding on the roadway, and one cyclist is riding on the shoulder.

Now, the other trick for cyclists will be to explain that they are riding within
what the law allows to any law enforcement officers who stop them in the
mistaken belief that “single file is the law.” Good luck with that one—you may
have better luck explaining the law to a traffic court judge.

